Stop Back Pain. Healthier Exercise, Healthier Daily Life. The Ab Revolution is an important sports medicine method to quickly stop one major source of lower back pain, and build healthier movement into all you do. Part I teaches how to stop hyperlordosis, a slouch that causes one of the most common kinds of back pain. Part II uses this technique for healthy core and whole body exercise, stretch, and strength from simple to challenging, with no forward bending that hurts discs or practices bent-forward posture. Healthy core training uses neutral spine and avoids both unhealthful flexion and hyperlordosis. New Fourth Edition is reorganized to get you started more quickly, and includes many new topics including golf, pregnancy, and others, explained step-by-step, plus many new photo instructions. By Jolie Bookspan, MEd, PhD, FAWM, award winning scientist.

Synopsis
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Customer Reviews

It's not that I've never heard that you are supposed to neutralize your back arch, but I had no idea why and I could never do it. I had attempted unsuccessfully to straighten my back against the wall but quickly gave up. I was basically using my back muscles to unwind the large curve that I've had ever since I was a kid. Well, as it turns out, you are supposed to use your abs quite a bit and let some pressure off the back muscles.... I personally had no idea and the more I exercised for my back the more pain I was getting. At some point I completely gave up until I ran into an interesting article on the internet. It was what my body was waiting for since I was a kid and nobody could ever helped me. Read it for yourself if you have arch related back problems (or any other posture
problems). You don't have to buy this book in order to get yourself fixed up, the website is just enough. However, out of respect for someone I consider helped me fix my posture, I bought the book. I find the book helpful although I agree with other reviewers that more detailed pictures/drawings in this book describing the exercises would be more helpful. It's hard to do an exercise without somebody supervising you. Most of the times you think you're doing the right thing when you are actually doing to yourself more damage than help. At this point I think that pretty much anybody with a hunch back can get their posture fixed if not too late. I am 28 and it wasn't not too late for me. Did I mention that I went to a few chiropractors who provided no real help except for uslessly cracking my back and neck?

In this text, Dr. Bookspan primarily focuses on RETRAINING the abs to MOVE your pelvis away from injurious positions and then to transfer the information to all daily and sports activities. It is a book that is written for the general public (including children who appreciate the cartoon illustrations) as well as seasoned health professionals. As a student of Dr. Bookspan, I have explained her method to many people and a few have had similar initial responses to the folks who have written negative reviews. These responses generally hinge on the perception that this isn't new information or it's a variation of the "same ole thing". The only possible way I can see that someone would infer this or that the book teaches to "suck in", "tighten the abs", or "do crunches"), is if they hadn't actually read the book but just thought something like "Oh, neutral spine, I know this, I learned this in, (Yoga, Pilates, Physical Therapist, Fitness Class, Chiropracter etc)!", or "Good posture? everyone knows about posture" and proceed to skim the book. Trust me, having explored all the previous modalities in search of relief, this is nothing similar to the postures, exercises, and "neutral spine" you've probably been taught. This is a brand of evidence-based, lab tested, real world tested medicine that is scarcely being taught in mainstream or alternative circles. Another point of confusion for some might stem from the fact that many people lack the muscle function initially (from simple disuse) to move the spine into neutral position with the abs, so they do the only thing they can which is to suck in, or tense their abs. Then they think that's what the book must have meant. However, nowhere in any of her books/website/or in person have I heard Dr. Bookspan tell someone to suck, hold or tighten the abs. As for the illustrations in the book, they are more than enough to explain the concepts. I attended the Wilderness Medicine Conference in Snowmass CO in July of 2010 where Dr. Bookspan taught medical doctors from the same images and content as the book (and who "knows" more about anatomy than medical doctors) and they learned just as much as I did. Buy this book, read it, and think about what is written. You will be happy for it and
even better, you’ll avoid spending money on countless other books and devices that promise exactly what this text delivers.

I'm 49 and have lived with on-and-off lower back pain for most of my adult life. Many CT-scans, MRI's and doctors' reviews in the last couple of decades lead to a lot of advice focusing on bed-rest when the pain gets really bad. Having been an avid runner for some time now, my lower back pain caused me to not only cut back on running but nearly forced me to give it up all together. Dr. Bookspan's advice has been nothing less than a miraculous solution to a life-long problem. It is amazing to me that several highly qualified orthopods have not been able to treat (or more importantly, diagnose) me successfully while Dr. Bookspan’s targeted advice on the correct pelvic posture, something so overtly simple, could almost instantly change the quality of my life. I listened carefully to her advice and can now run pain-free. Getting in and out of the car, sitting and getting up or simply just standing straight is a breeze. I am so utterly grateful to her.
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